
  

 

Greetings! 
Welcome to a new relationship with wealth! 

 

As you’ll learn in this jam-packed course, money is just energy, and so 

are we. If we’re not vibrating at a coherent state of wealth, we’re 

probably not seeing a lot of it in our lives. Or maybe, we get some and 

then it slips right through our fingers. Either way, if money is a constant 

concern (or systematic pain in the fanny), you probably are tuning into a  

chaotic money “channel ” (frequency). 

This course is designed to help you on a variety of levels. First of all, the 

videos cover your conscious thinking. If something doesn’t make sense 

to our conscious brains, we’ll write it off as hog wash because our 

conscious brains are meant to be skeptical as a measure to help keep us 

safe. The videos will show your brain who’s boss with evidenced-based, 

hard-nosed SCIENCE.  



Next, the Morning Medicreations (you have two so you can alternate), 

will help you program your mind (both consciously and unconsciously) 

so you can start every day “showing” your brain and your body that you 

expect good things. The background music helps you relax and the 

words will help you activate your imagination, emotions, and energy. 

When you start your day like that every morning, your money energy 

begins to shift. And speaking of shifting, wait until you listen to the 

Morning Affirmations in the Train Your Brain for Abundance Bonus 

Material! (but now I’m getting ahead of myself ). 

Additionally, when you listen to one of the two evening hypnotic 

programs as you drift off into a peaceful sleep at night, your brain waves, 

with ear buds, will help you reach a deeper alpha and theta state. From 

there you begin to breakthrough lifelong programs that have been 

holding you back for decades. When I used to have a brick and mortar 

hypnotherapist practice, I charged $100 for a 45-minute session. That 

was back when gas was cheap and cell phones had barely come out, so 

you can imagine what that would translate into today’s money. The point 

is, you have 2+ of these sessions that are yours forever and you can 

listen as often as you like. In fact, I suggest the first time you hear each of 

them, you attempt to stay awake, just so you know what is being said. 

After that, fall asleep as fast as you like. 

There’s also an EFT Abundance video that can help clear your resistant 

energy around money. I suggest you go through it a few times at first, 

and then once a week or as needed after that. We have all sorts of 

erroneous beliefs that block our energy and keep abundance at bay. 

You will find an example of an Ideal Outcome. If you’ve read my books, 

you know I’m a big fan of having a solid why you want what you want and 

what you’re going to do with it once you have it. And if you haven’t read 

any of my books, good news! I’ve included the section on Manifesting 

from my book, Mind Over Matter as a pdf for your reading convenience. 

There’s also an intake form so you can properly measure and record 

where you are in your life right now and then again, once you’ve 



completed the course and spent at least TWO MONTHS of consistent 

practice (morning and evening audio efforts, as well as adopting the 

overall premise of upping your energy field). 

And in case this isn’t enough to really change your baseline abundance 

(it is), I didn’t want to leave anything to chance, so I’m gifting you my 

other program “Train Your Brain For Abundance”!!!!! What’s cool about 

this, is the Quantum Program is mostly video training, while the Train 

Your Brain offers lots of audio, so feel free to dive in head first and start 

playing with that program too. In fact, it’s fine if you want to mix up your 

morning audios from both programs, as long as you do one morning and 

one evening, it doesn’t matter where is come from. Try one in the 

afternoon if you’re really ambitious 

So there you have it. Here’s a quick run-down to make your life easier: 

 

1) Watch the Quantum Videos once through as you are able. When 

you are done, start over again. In other words, watch the series 

twice for best effects. 

2) Listen to a morning audio from either program every morning. 

Every morning. Every morning. Every morning. No excuses just 

commit and do it. It’s your time, your wealth, your life. It’s so 

important. (ear buds help) 

3) Listen to an evening audio with ear buds every night the first 2 

weeks, then you can cut down to every couple of night if you like. 

They are great to play when you have insomnia…you can listen 

over and over again so your brain knows you mean business! 

4) Read the book excerpt (even if you’ve read the book before) 

5) PRACTICE being more aware and less reactive. This part never 

goes away. In other words, we never get to stop paying attention to 

our emotions and catch ourselves when we go into survival mode. 

This is the area that causes most of us money trouble; we are in 

flight or fight around money and that absolutely keeps us from 

having enough of it. The audios and videos will help change your 



brain, but you’ve got to be all onboard too. Pay.  Attention. To. Your. 

Feelings. If they get too gnarly, use EFT, or dance…move the energy. 

That’s it. As you learn to raise your baseline frequency you will find you 

love more and forgive more, and those two things are so instrumental to 

your ultimate abundance and happiness. Basically, we are learning to 

change our neural networks, break through blocked energy, breathe, 

and be more in our bodies where we can enjoy all the abundance the 

universe is ready to shower us with. Do not be surprised when if your 

health improves,  your relationships heal, and you look better in a swim 

suit too . 

 

Be well and high vibe hugs, 

 

Tamara 


